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Our proof of delivery automation solution removes the risks associated with the manual paper processing of delivery notes through to invoicing.

Challenges

- Unable to capture Exact Descriptive Location
- Unable to set the priority / Order of the Deliveries
- Difficulty in calculating the Delivery Time
- Priority of orders not followed
- Difficulties in finding Locations
- Time Lines not met
- Delay in Closure of Invoice and Delivery Orders

Modules

- Pinpoint - A Kiosk application
- Route Planner
- POD Mobile Application

Features

- Automatic data synchronization to the server after delivery
- Google direction API
- GPS Route navigation
- Dashboard
- Track your Delivery

“Proof of delivery can transform your business. How do you see it fitting within your company? If you are a driver, how has this made your day easier? ...”
Solution

Because of our architecture we will overcome the mess-up of deliveries, Capture location through map, allocating a wright suitable vehicle for delivery for the region, Delivery routing, Immediate closure, Fast follow up actions, Pre alert to the customers, Eliminate paper work, Faster, Improve scalability.

Kiosk Application

Interactive kiosk used to surf the web and look at interactive maps. You look at the map, you tap your intended destination, and the map will draw your route. Hence avoid the understanding conflict of the location.

POD Mobile App

Ensure deliveries are completed on time, from the palm of your hand. Fully automated delivery activities allow delivery personnel to prioritize and confirm deliveries anywhere on their routes. When you close the gap between employees and your enterprise system, delivery teams become information workers.

Route Planner

- Plan Routes & Schedules
- Data synchronization
- Map & Visit customers
- Control & Visualize your growing business
- Eliminate Delays
- Enforcing a proactive approach
- Improving customer service levels